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Your local Vitra dealer:

Cleaning artificial turf is not a big challenge, but doing so without 
the filling material being picked up is different, and that is where 
the LC1000 comes into the picture!

The pick-up front is made to effectively collect leaves and dirt from 
fields, and thanks to it specially designed suction head, leaves and 
dirt lying on the surface of the field is effectively removed without 
the granulate of the artificial turf being picked up.

The rolling brush effectively evens out the granulate, 
so the field stays clean and even.

The front is combined with Vitras grass  
collector or the suction sweeper.

The front is built with a standard A-frame  and can  
therefore be installed on a variety of machines.

The suction head effectively collects leaves from the pitch
without removing granulate from the bottom of the field.

The hydraulic rolling brush carefully evens out the filling
material, to leave the field good-looking and even..

MODEL LC1000

Width: 1300 mm.

Working width: 1000 mm.

Hight adjustment: 15 - 35 mm.

Hydraulic reguirement: Small PTO

Suction hose: 155 mm.

Weight: 55 Kg.

Large working width
With suction strength spread evenly

Effective collection
But protects the foundation

Quick Mounting
Standard A-frame

For additional data, please see the price list.
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